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Abstract— The history of Heat engine’s efficiency at 

Maximum power criteria has always been a matter of 

concern for all the scientists & co-workers associating with 

it. Almost a decade after the declaration of very important 

mother article published by Curzon & Ahlborn in 1975 

Which gives birth to the fundamental concept of Finite Time 

Thermodynamics or Entropy Generation Minimization in 

the context of Quantum Thermodynamics, the two very 

important but forgotten name was found i.e Chambadal & 

Novikov(1957).Though their work was devoted to Nuclear 

Science but their concept was similar & leading to the 

important formula(2).When we go back to few years an 

important name arises Yvon(1955) whose conference work 

adds an important ingredient to this sinuous history. I would 

like to thanks all the scientists for their important 

contribution for the derivation of Root formula(2).In 

addition I will emphasize the  least exposed work of 

H.B.Reitlinger through his written book,where we can get a 

definite evidence that this root formula has already been 

derived by him almost half century before what Curzon & 

Ahlborn did in 1975.It was way back in 1929 by Reitlinger 

but due to the linguistic barrier his work was not spread 

globally & still most of us are unaware of this important 

piece of information. So by this article I want to upgrade the 

valuable scientific information & hope that different 

scientific society round a globe would consider this 

important work of Reitlinger & place his work where it 

deserved for in the context of Quantum Thermodynamics.                             
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The efficiency of heat engine at maximum output power is 

most significant invention of modern Thermodynamics. It 

gives visualization to more accurate practical based 

Thermodynamic systems & its perspectives. This concepts 

finally leads to a new broader concept of FTT[1,2] Which is 

the extremes of traditional reversible Thermodynamics 

within a specified finite length of time. History reveals a lot 

of curve path has been traced out to find the redumentary 

concept of FTT. Thanks to some French based articles & 

their upgraded work, I am able untie the knots of sinuous 

history. I have bring forwarded the lost work of 

H.B.Reitlinger(1929). 

II. HISTORY 

A. Curzon & Ahlborn Theory (1975) 

It is the most important theoretical conclusion which has 

been evolved from classical paradigm of systems , operating 

in finite time. The results derived by Curzon & Ahlborn 

[3]experimentally for an interior Carnot like engines are 

valid for all endoreversible systems[4]. The maximum 

efficiency of Carnot engine is  

ηc=1-T2/T1                                           -(1) 

which is expressed at zero rates, hence the power 

output is zero. Under these conditions the system takes an 

infinite time to do a finite amount of work, hence engine 

tends to have zero efficiency. Somewhere between these two 

extremes of zero power (i.e optimal or zero efficiency) the 

engine has its maximum power output which Curzon & 

Ahlborn  later on derived this  efficiency as 

ᶯCA=1-
 √

  

  

 
                                          -(2) 

where T2-sink temperature,T1-source temperature. 

This relation is well known as Curzon & Ahlborn efficiency 

which finally leads to FTT concept & is accepted globally. 

B. Chambadal & Novikov (1957) 

Bejan with the help of M.Feidt(French) reminds the 

scientific society that the root formula was originated almost 

two decades before what Curzon & Ahlborn did by two 

different scientists Chamabdal (French) & 

Novikov(Russian).Novikov article was published in Russian 

in 1957 same year as Chambadal did his work in 

French.Both their work was related to Nuclear Science.Their 

motive was same to maximize the useful effect of heat 

engines whether it is expressed in terms of work or power 

output.Bejan finally conclude the concerned efficiency as 

Chambadal-Novikov-Curzon-Ahlborn efficiency.[5-10] 

ᶯCNCA=1-
 √

  

  

 
                                     -(3) 

Still many of the authors neglect this important 

scientific up-gradation & only use [3] as reference. 

C. Yvon (1955) 

Moerau et Al [11]who was working on the particular 

condition of maximum power generation by heat engines 

mentioned a conference article which was published by 

Jacques Yvon, two years before the Chambadal & Novikov 

publications.His controversial quotations approaches the 

relation(2) but it was  also devoted to nuclear science rather 

than heat engines. Unfortunately his publication made no 

reference to previous work regarding the following topic so 

his work was in vain without any significant contribution to 

history point of view. In continuation of history we found 

framing work of Chambadal through his book mentioned in 

article [12] but due to the linguistic barrier his work was not 

able to explore worldwide as it much as it could have done. 

D. Chambadal (1949) 

Paul Chambadal’s book[13] was released in 1949 devoted to 

Thermodynamics of Gas Turbine. His research was based on 

mathematical approach for the calculation of maximum 

produced output work by these thermodynamic systems & 
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formulate the realtion(2).It is fortunate that Chambadal in 

his book  page no 225 mentioned as a reference of previous 

book related to same topic written by H.B.Reitlinger(1929). 

E. Reitlinger Theory (1929) 

His book [14]was published in French in 1929 which was 

devoted to practical designs & applications of heat engines 

which also consist of heat exchangers. He consider a 

temperature difference to operate the engine,the engine 

converts the heat into partial work. He formulate the relation                

T0= √(    )                                                        -(4) 

which could also signify temperature of heat 

exchanger stream working between T1 & T2 . As mentioned 

by article [15] Chambadal applied the same relation to 

formulate the root formula (1). Finally Reitlinger derived the 

expression for work produced by such engine. He also 

deduce the final thermal efficiency expression as 

ᶯoptimal=1-√
  

  

 
                                                        -(5) 

ᶯRCNCA=1-√
  

  

 
                                                       -(6) 

R-C-N-C-A=Reitlinger-Chambadal-Novikov-Curzon-

Ahlborn. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The history of science is vague. It is quiet serene, lengthy & 

very deep in fact to find the clear insight to it. Each moment 

we dip into it we feel still a depth is required to get close to 

the bottom surface of it .It remind us sometimes infamous 

past creative work is proven to be very fruitful famous 

without the original name associated with it similar is the 

case with H.B.Rietlinger. So by this article I want to 

highlight the Reitlinger least exposed work which should be 

accepted globally in the context of Quantum 

Thermodynamics. My aim is to create scientific awareness 

& up gradation of valuable information to different 

scientific society globally.so that this historical work could 

be appreciated & should be associated with the important 

root formula (2) where it deserved for. I don’t aim to hurt 

any person & their sentiments. In addition I would like to 

thanks all the scientist, research workers who gave their 

important contribution for the formulation of this basic root 

formula (2). 
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